Stop! This is For Expert Mind's Only!

"Any intelligent fool can make things bigger, more complex, and more violent. It takes a touch of genius -- and a lot of courage -- to move in the opposite direction."

- Albert Einstein

Whether You’ve Learned NLP, Covert Hypnosis, or If You Think You’re Already At The Expert Level of Communication Read Now How ...

“You Too Can Influence People Powerfully in Just 17 Minutes Per Day With The Power of Audio Technology”

Without Fumbling With Your Words

By, Nathan Blaszak CH.

(Download Audio Book)
https://s3.amazonaws.com/evp-4f31838420eb7-538c7380349a15f69e17cb327d1d7f78/successful-communication-intro.mp3

Conversational Hypnosis Expert Discovers Shortcut That Automatically Turns Anyone Into A Fantastic Communicator!

[Begin Transcript]

When I wanted to have success socially ... to sell, to seduce women, and to gain as much power as I could when I talked, I realized I had a long road ahead of me.

There are endless books, courses, seminars, teleconferences, webinars, and articles about how to do it, and for me it got confusing for me fast.
So, after some careful consideration, I decided to find out the quickest and easiest way to get started mastering the variety of tips, tricks and techniques available to us...

I'll admit, for a long time I thought that learning all of the strategies available was what was going to give me the edge, but even after learning them I had a hard time putting them together to work for me.

...I wanted the women ... I wanted the ability to sell ... I wanted to meet people and not feel shy -- to break the ice, and to get them to become influenced by me so that I could enjoy as much power and riches the world has to offer.

Yet, despite my efforts, I still struggled.

I continuously found myself getting caught up in my mind during conversations asking which technique I should use when ... and I would not hear what the person was saying so keeping up with the flow of the conversation muddled my thinking to the point where it didn't matter what I used, it wasn't going to work for me anyway.

Maybe you can relate?

Then, it hit me ... and the answer it hit me so hard smack dab in the face that I just knew that this was it ... and it couldn't possibly get any easier than this.

So, I took what I had discovered very seriously and decided to give it a try.

The first week, I started to notice considerable results. I wasn't a master. mind you, but I was at least paying attention to people, talking a LOT less, and winning a lot more friends instead of feeling like people were saying when they saw me "Oh my gosh, not YOU again."

Have you ever felt like that?

It's not exactly the most fun feeling in the world to have to intuitively sense that people think you're strange, weird. or unusual because you're no good at communicating with them properly.

For me, I spent too much time trying to force my help on people and giving them what I thought was helpful advice which I quickly found out people really don't want unless they ask for it.

By week two, things really started to change. People started to say things to me like "I was wrong about you. At first, I'll admit Nathan. I didn't know what to think of you but now that I've gotten to get to know you, I think you're pretty cool and I'm glad we've kept in contact."

As time progressed, it got easier and easier to use the conversational hypnosis and NLP techniques in my conversations without turning people off, and in most cases, the hypnosis and NLP techniques just flowed out of me naturally.

So what was my secret?

Well, that's easy.

I used self-hypnosis.
That's right. I wished it were more complicated than this but I have taken the best of the best affirmations, insights, communication traits, loaded them up into a well constructed and professional recording, and listened to it daily.

Now what I liked most about this approach was twofold.... first, it was easy to do. All you really have to do is select the traits that you want, record it into a microphone, and turn it on and listen to it.

Because the second thing I liked was the simple fact that any positive programming is better than none at all because at any moment in time your mind can accept one of more of the suggestions, and start working for you right away.

Sure, some of what you have selected as an affirmation, belief, or emotion might take right away, and begin to manifest immediately, while others may take a few times listening to it which incidentally, is quite easy considering all you have to do is turn it on, and listen to it when you have the few minutes to do so.

However, what makes a good recording to listen to?

Traditionally, your focus is the most important. Even if you decide to just form some affirmations, and record them into an audio file, and you listen to it often, that's enough to keep your mind focused with the hopes that some of your affirmations will begin to become true for you ... BUT -- if you really want to enforce your affirmations, then there needs to be more involved in the recording.

That's why I've taken the time to decode all of this for you, and hand picked only the best affirmations I could find (and obviously used myself), and combined it with powerful audio tones, music, hypnosis, and carefully crafted technology to enhance your experience so you can get results a LOT sooner when it comes to you being successful in your social situations.

It's really quite simple how it works.

All you need to do is download the audio that I have professionally recorded for you, follow the simple instructions, lay on your hammock, in your bed, or curl up on your favorite chair and passively listen to it.

After you're finished listening to it, you can just go about the rest of your day with all of the best affirmations guiding your subconscious focus to become a skilled communicator that will enable you to increase your social power and ability to win friends and influence people.

Now, since this recording isn't a "custom fit" recording for you personally, and is more of a "one-size-fits-all" type of recording, it's probably not going to be as effective as a tailor made one specifically for you, but you can rest assured that it IS more than likely -- in more ways than one, going to surprise you in the results you do get by it.

Now you may already be aware that to work with me one on one with you personally to change is a flat rate of $2,500. What we do is consult on the phone together several times, determine exactly how you'd like to change, formulate a specific plan of action, and create a recording or two specifically for you, and you simply change.
Of course, this service is always available to you (and feel free to contact me to inquire about this service) but if this service is out of your current budget, then I have a low-cost solution for you.

It's called "Successful Conversations". This self-hypnosis recording was created for anyone looking to boost their ability to communicate to people successfully whereby they can just passively listen to this powerful and professionally designed audio so you can just allow it to do all the work for you.

Simply put, if you feel you can benefit from this positive track, and you desire to increase your effectiveness in conversations, then this recording can help you do it quickly and easily.

Now, if you're unsure whether or not it can work for you, it's probably because you may have tried something like this before and didn't get any results.

That's why I have imbedded into this recording some of the latest and best technology that I believe is an absolute must to be used in any recording like this one.

First, if you think you have trouble entering "hypnosis", that's okay. Included in the recording is a brainwave entrainment track that automatically puts you into a super suggestible state of mind -- whether you think you're hypnotized or not. So as you listen to the recording, you can relax and just allow the programming to take place as your mind will be in the perfect state to accept all positive and beneficial suggestions without you having to worry if it is working for you or not because it will be.

What's more is that included in your recording is supra-subliminal technology, which is simply a fancy word for "two affirmations simultaneously." The simple science behind this approach is that you can only consciously focus on one statement at a time ... so if you're focused on the left ear, for example, then what is being said in the right ear automatically becomes deeply planted into your subconscious mind to begin to manifest for you in your reality.

So these two technologies are a really great way to get results when listening to this recording as quickly and effectively as possible.

Second, it's just plain and simply common sense that any positive programming is better than none at all -- even if it does require more than one listening session.

It's a known fact that to form habits, it can require up to 21 times before the new habit is formed.

Knowing this, just imagine if you had heard positive affirmations such as "You show respect for other people's opinions and allow them to feel right" and "you readily praise the slightest improvement you easily notice that people make" 21 times or more. Intelligent people already understand that this could bring you everlasting and positive results when dealing with others as your mind remains focused on those beneficial ideas.

So the question left to ask is -- how much is it?

Well, consider that since this is a "one-size-fits-all" recording" it isn't going to be specifically tailored to you 100%. While you can undoubtedly rest assured that results while listening are inevitable, it just wouldn't make any sense to charge you anywhere near my normal rate of $2,500.

Nor, do I feel it's required to charge you $500, or even $97.
Since I know that this recording can help you, and since I haven't released this recording to the public, I need your feedback.

That's why, if you're willing to respond very quickly to this offer, you can download this complete audio track for just $27.

And IF for any reason you don't feel that you've benefited at all from this recording within 30 days, simply let me know and I'll refund your money on the spot.

So By now, you're face to face with your destiny.

Just click the order link below, fill in your details, instantly download this mp3 audio, put it on your smart phone or mp3 player, find a nice quiet location where you won't get distracted, listen it, and begin to enjoy the results of it -- even after listening to it for the very first time.

And get ready to enjoy the power and control in your social situations you've always wanted.

Sincerely,

Nathan Blaszak Ch.
Phone: 866-247-0905
Skype Me! nathan.blaszak
Subscribe to us on YouTube: lifetricksinc
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